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FROM THE DIRECTOR
We open this issue with some excellent news. The IAU has officially named Minor
Planet 1999 TG12 after our lunar domes coordinator Raf Lena. The body is a main
belt asteroid and will now be termed ‘102224 Raffaellolena’ in recognition of Raf’s
great contribution to lunar studies. The IAU citation reads: ‘Raffaello Lena (b. 1959)
is an Italian lunar observer. He founded Selenology Today, a journal that has produced
high quality amateur lunar studies. He is the Lunar Domes Coordinator of the British
Astronomical Association’.

Raffaello Lena

We congratulate Raf on this achievement and continue to value his association with
our Section.
A further piece of excellent news is that our hard-working Website Manager Stuart
Morris has completed the huge task of digitising and uploading the complete run of
Lunar Section Circulars from the very first issue in December 1965. There were
sporadic newsletter issues before then, but the LSC in its current form began in 1965,
under the directorship of Patrick Moore and ably edited by Phil Ringsdore. Along
with past issues of The Moon, also available online, it provides an unparalleled insight
into more than half a century’s history of the BAA Lunar Section. The Section is
immensely grateful to Stuart for making this valuable resource available to BAA
members. To view and download issues see the Lunar Section website at:
https://britastro.org/downloads/10167
You will need to log in as a BAA member.
We are now entering the summer period when the Moon is low in northern skies and
darkness is a rare commodity. Stuart’s monumental achievement should provide
ample distraction during the months when observation is difficult!
Bill Leatherbarrow

OBSERVATIONS RECEIVED
May offered several nights of clear skies and good seeing in the UK, and excellent
drawings and images have been received from the following observers:
Leo Aerts (Belgium), Paul Brierley, Maurice Collins (New Zealand), Dave Finnigan,
Massimo Giuntoli (Italy), Tim Haymes, Rik Hill (USA), Rod Lyon, KC Pau (Hong
Kong), Dave Scanlan, Bob Stuart, and the Director.
Massimo Giuntoli has sent in a sketch of the crater Dawes, made on 10 May 2019.
This shows two dark radial band on the inner western slopes and Massimo has asked
for confirmation. Dawes, an 18-km diameter crater located on the Mare Serenitatis
northwest of Plinius, is not listed in the catalogue of banded craters published by
Keith Abineri and Alan Lenham in March 1955 (JBAA, 65:4, pp. 160-166), but
Wilkins and Moore (The Moon, 1955) refer to an observation by Patrick Moore in
1952 when ‘using his 12.5-inch reflector [he] suspected two dusky bands on the inner
east wall’. East is used here in the classical sense. Wilkins and Moore confirmed these
bands the following year using the 33-inch refractor at Meudon. Dawes is included in
the ALPO master list of banded craters (see http://moon.scopesandscapes.com/alpobcp-longlist.pdf).
So it would appear that Massimo’s observation is correct.
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Leo Aerts has submitted many splendid images covering April-May 2019. A
selection is presented below.

Fra Mauro, 13 May 2019, C14 (Leo Aerts)
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Hippalus rilles, 14 May 2019, 25-cm Cass. (Leo Aerts)

Janssen and Vallis Rheita, 11 April 2019, C14 (Leo Aerts)
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Another of our regular contributors, Rik Hill, has also sent in a batch of fine images,
including an excellent study of the south polar regions under very favourable
libration.

Rik writes as follows:
‘I had clear skies and good seeing on the night of May 13/14 with a maximum
libration at the lunar south pole. Now that's irresistable! I was off. A little orientation
first. The large crater dominating the center of this image is Moretus (117km
diameter). To the upper right of that is the most polite crater on the Moon, Curtius
(99km). Above this crater is Zach (73km) and forming a triangle to the east (right)
with these two is Pentland (58km). Below and right of Curtius is Simpelius (71km)
with a strong shadow lingering on its east side and below this is a smaller version of
Moretus, Schomberger (88km).
Going back to Moretus, just to the south of this crater is another, Short (51km), with a
smaller crater on its floor. Above Moretus is the mosly ruined Gruemberger (97km)
and to its right the smaller Cysatus (51km), the same diameter as Short but it sure
looks smaller to me! From Short we begin our trek to the polar regions. Below Short
are three craters deep in shadow. In order from Short they are: Newton (82km),
Newton G (67km) and Newton A (64km). Further on is one edge of a crater very deep
in shadow. This is Cabeus (100km), the site where, in 2009, the LCROSS spacecraft
looked for water in the lunar regolith when it passed through the plume created by the
impact of its upper stage moments before. LCROSS then also impacted the Moon
very close by in Cabeus.
So what, I wondered, is the lone peak illuminated at the bottom of this image? After
spending a good bit of time with the 1:1 Million-Scale Maps of the Moon online
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(which all lunar observers should bookmark), I've come to the conclusion that it's an
unnamed peak near Cabeus B at long.-70, lat.-84 designated as M4 on the South Pole
Chart A by Ewen Whitaker (also attached, south up), almost exactly between Cabeus
and Drygalski which is still in darkness here.’

By coincidence the Director imaged the same area some nineteen hours later, when
the increased solar colongitude helps identification of the illuminated peak mentioned
by Rik.

Moretus-Newton, 14 May 2019, 21.02 UT, OMC300 (Bill Leatherbarrow)
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Rik also submitted an image of the Apennine Mountains, along with observational
notes.

‘I think Montes Apenninus one of the most dramatic mountain ranges on the Moon.
My favorite range is still Montes Caucasus but these are so well placed that their
grand ramparts cast dramatic shadows in the sunrise light that can be enjoyed in any
telescope. In the lower left corner of this image we see Eratosthenes (60km diameter)
anchoring the southern end of the range. Moving up the range we see a prominent
gap. The mountain on the southern side of this gap is Mons Wolff (3.5km height). Just
north and west (left) of this is a low thin range of unnamed mountains with a small
crater off the north end out in the mare. This is Huxley (3km) and will be a guidepost
for another peak. Due south of Huxley is Mons Ampere (3km) tucked back into the
range. To the northeast of this is the much taller Mons Huygens (5.4km), the tallest
peak in the range. You can see the peak displayed in the shadow it projects. What a
sight this must be from Huxley!
Moving further northeast we come to the crater Conon (22km) and just west of that is
Mons Bradley (4.2km). West of Mons Bradley is the graben-like Rima Bradley. Mons
Bradley appears to be a tall ridge rather than an individual peak. Due north of Conon
is Bela, the gash that is the southern end of Rima Hadley the northern end of which
was the Apollo 15 base.’
KC Pau has submitted remarkable images of two very delicate lunar rilles that are
extremely challenging targets, especially from his observing site in downtown Hong
Kong! He writes as follows:
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‘It's quite a long time that I haven't sent any moon photos to you. Recently, I had a
couple of days with fine weather in Hong Kong. The seeing was very co-operative
that I was able to take some finely detailed images. Enclosed are two photos that are
related to rilles. I hope you may enjoy them.

Rima Sheepshanks (KC Pau)

The first photo is Rima Sheepshanks. It is located at the western end of Mare Frigoris
and is north of well-known crater Aristoteles. Because of its east-west orientation, it is
not easy to be imaged. On 11 May 2019 at 12h08m (UT), the seeing was very good
and the illumination angle was OK too. The whole length of the rille is about 200 km
and is indicated with arrows on the photo.
The second photo is Rima Draper. This is an even more challenging object to image
as it is very delicate and oblique illumination is demanded. Even in QuickMap, it is
not easy to discern until you zoom it to a large scale. The rille is north of Montes
Carpatus. Its western end begins north of small crater T. Mayer K. It runs eastwards
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for a distance and turns sharply to the south and then meanders its way to the north.
This photo was taken on 14 May 2019 at 12h32m (UT).

Rima Draper (KC Pau)

Both photos were taken with 250mm f/6 Newtonian reflector + 2.5X barlow +
QHYCCD290M camera. For the Rima Sheepshanks image, 300 frames were stacked.
For Rima Draper, 600 frames were stacked. The AVI files were processed in
AutoStakkert 3.0, Registax 6 and PS CS2.’
Rima Draper is not shown at all in Rȕkl’s atlas, such is its delicacy, and KC is to be
congratulated on his achievement.
There follows a selection of further images submitted by members this month, with
apologies to those whose work is omitted on this occasion for reasons of space.
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Clavius, 13 May 2019, 20.53UT, 7” refractor (Dave Scanlan)
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Aristarchus, 15 May2019, 21.16UT, 200mm Newtonian (Bob Stuart)

LUNAR DOMES (part XXIX): Investigating lunar domes
Raffaello Lena
As described in the last LSC, Gassendi 1 dome is another small bisected dome [1]. It
is located in a hilly area to the west of Gassendi and to the southeast of crater Billy.
An image of this dome was taken by KC Pau on April 16, 2019 at 12:54 UT using a
250mm f/6 Newtonian, a 2.5X barlow and a QHYCCD290M Camera (Fig. 1). It is cut
by a linear rille of 56 km length.
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Figure 1. Gassendi 1, a bisected dome, imaged by Pau

In the same session Pau imaged the dome termed Palmieri 1 (Pa1). It is another
exemplar of class In2 of a putative intrusive domes and lies near the crater Palmieri
located southwest of Mare Humorum (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2. Palmieri 1 (Pa1) dome imaged by Pau

Its height amounts to 60m ± 10m. The base diameter amounts to 13.5km yielding an
average flank slope of 0.50° ± 0.10°. Furthermore, Pa1 is characterized by an
intrusion d = 0.9km and a magma pressure of 7.2 MPa. The resulting tensional stress
did not result in the formation of crossing rilles, which are characteristic for class In1
with their inferred higher magma pressure of 18–100MPa [2].
In the last LSC Mark Radice imaged, on the evening of 17 March 2019, the
Gruithuisen domes termed Gruithuisen γ, δ and Northwest Dome, which are situated
at the border of Mare Imbrium. An interesting comparison of the mentioned CCD
image and the WAC image is shown in Fig. 3, demonstrating the high quality of the
terrestrial image.
The observed very high reflectance and spectrally red appearance of these so-called
‘highland domes’ has led to the conclusion that their mineralogy is different from that
of the lunar mare domes since the FeO and TiO 2 content of the dome material inferred
from multispectral image data is much lower [2]. These findings led to the suggestion
of an early period of non-basaltic lunar volcanism unrelated to the maria [3], as
described by the author in another previous note published in the LSC [4].
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Figure 3. (Top):WAC imagery with G1 Gruithuisen γ, G2 Gruithuisen δ and G3 Northwest Dome.
(Bottom): Image by Mark Radice

The rheologic modelling analysis by Wilson & Head [5] yields high viscosities of the
lavas that formed the highland domes, which are comparable to those of terrestrial
andesitic or rhyolitic lavas. The assumed source region is the lower lunar crust. The
Diviner dataset produces thermal emissivity data, and can provide compositional
information from three wavelengths centered around 8µm which can be used to
characterize the Christiansen Feature (CF), which is directly sensitive to silicate
mineralogy and the bulk SiO2 content [6]. CF value indicates a high Si content of the
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material that makes up the highland domes Gruithuisen G1-G3, thus supporting their
formation by highly viscous lavas [4]. The average calculated CF position for these
highland domes is 7.89µm indicating high plagioclase feldspar composition.
Recently there have been released abundance maps in wt% of plagioclase, olivine,
clinopyroxene and orthopyroxene created from topographically-corrected Mineral
Mapper reflectance data acquired by the JAXA SELENE/Kaguya mission ranging
from -50° to 50° latitude at 512 ppd. Figure 4 displays high abundance of the mineral
plagioclase in the Gruithuisen domes, confirming the highland composition and the
data derived by Diviner.

Figure 4. Abundance map in wt% of plagioclase from Mineral Mapper reflectance data.
Note the absence of the plagioclase in the mare and high abundance in the Gruithuisen domes

Accordingly, the spectral data using Chandrayaan-1’s Moon Mineralogy Mapper (M3)
displays a spectrum of the plagioclase which lack any observable mafic absorption
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feature (Fig. 5) in the range between 1000 and 2300nm. Fig. 5 shows the spectrum of
G3 Northwest Dome in the location marked with a circle in Fig. 3.
The spectral properties of major lunar minerals exhibit absorption bands that differ by
their shape and position along the spectral domain. Pyroxenes (orthopyroxenes and
clinopyroxenes) have two absorption bands, one centered near 1000nm and another
near 2000nm. Olivine has a complex absorption centered over 1000 nm, with no
absorption at 2000nm. Therefore, olivine-rich lunar deposits are characterized by a
broad 1000nm absorption band which is enhanced relative to the weak or absent
2000nm band.

Figure 5. Moon Mineralogy Mapper (M3) spectrum of G3 Northwest Dome

Figure 6 displays an olivine component in the mare location marked with a circle in
Fig. 3.
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Figure 6. Abundance map in wt% of olivine from Mineral Mapper reflectance data.

Accordingly, the spectral data using Chandrayaan-1’s Moon Mineralogy Mapper (M3)
displays a spectral signature of the olivine (Fig. 6).
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Figure 7. Moon Mineralogy Mapper (M3) spectrum of the mare near the Gruithuisen highland domes.

The domes described in this note represent different types of volcanic processes
occurring on the Moon. The effusive and bisected dome Gassendi 1, the dome
Palmieri 1 probably originated from a magmatic intrusion without any effusive
activity and the highlands domes of Gruithuisen originated by a non mare volcanism.
Finally, the Mapper reflectance data acquired by the Kaguya mission, released
through the ACT-react QuickMap website, allow us to obtain further information on
the composition of the different types of lunar domes, expanding the possibility of
study for amateur astronomers.
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OCCULTATION NEWS

June 2019

Tim Haymes

Archived LSCs
I am very grateful to Stuart Morris for the scanned copies now in the Lunar Section
download area of the BAA website. My subscription to the LSC in the 1970/80s was
far from complete, and it is so nice to see a full record of the section activities, in
particular from the occultation perspective.
Grazes in 2020
Also available for download from the website are the Lunar Grazes for 2020. If
anyone finds a problem with this format, could they please let me know. Thanks –
Tim Haymes.
Grazing Occultation reports
Carl Willits (Newcastle upon Tyne AS) requested details for SAO 78406 on May 8th.
(Track 8 in the BAAH). This was a mag 7.6 star grazing the Southern limb at cusp
angle 1.5 degrees. The lunar phase was a slender 16% which offered a good visibility.
Carl reported being completely clouded out unfortunately. The location of his house
was within about a mile of the mean track. A 3” refractor was being used but no
accurate timing was planned.
Tim Haymes (Maidenhead) planned to observe the graze of SAO 79410 on May 9th
from a location near Fishguard, Pembrokeshire. A campsite was conveniently located
in the graze path, and a number of contacts were expected based on the LOLA limb
profile displayed in GRAZPREP4 software.
We drove to the campsite near Fishguard, where the graze path of S79410 was
predicted. The campsite was 700 m South of the mean limb,(Northern Limit) and 6-10
contacts were expected. Clearing skies were predicted and I set up without problems.
The owner of the camp kindly turned off the brighter lamps for us. Recording started
at 22.00 UT and stopped at 22.10UT. Mid graze was at 22.06UT. This was one of the
more favourable predictions in the BAAH - late evening and crescent phase. Lunar
phase was 26%, CA 0.5deg and star v 7.2.
Cloud appeared slowly to eat away at the Moon, and the best part of the graze was in
cloud with breaks of thinner stuff. I increased the exposure from 50fps to 25fps and
upped the video gain. On reflection an exposure of 0.08s would have been OK to use
under these conditions and still retain good accuracy.
Moon was a slender 26% phase and the mag 7.2 shone brightly on the video screen at least to start with. Two DD events have been extracted from the video using
TANGRA with ‘high gamma’ setting, and application of a dark frame. The dark was
taken from the totally obscured video section. This helps, but the time display is lost
(subtracted). Best to do a dark sequence at the telescope with GPS display off [next
time]. I also used Virtual Dub to contrast stretch a section of the video.
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The cusp angle for this event was small at 0.5 degrees, however events could still be
recorded on the dark side due to the low illumination. Any double star phenomena
couldn't be detected.
Single video frame taken 2 min before central graze of SAO 79410.
AVI displayed by TANGRA software.

Future Graze event (BAAH 2019, #11 and #16)
Two 3rd magnitude stars are predicted later this year: Delta Gem (v3.5) on August 27
4Hr, and eta Gem (v 3.5) on November 15 22Hr.
The August morning event occurs about 1 hr before sunrise with the Sun altitude at
-8. In a clear sky this should be pretty awesome.
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Graze path for delta Geminorum on Aug 27th 0415 UT (GRAZPREP4)

Delta Gem is a quadruple star so expect some unusual fade-type events.
Details for ZC 1110 (SAO 79294) at Coventry (1d 10’W, 52d33’N)
Mid Graze
0416 UT
(max)

CA
10

SunAlt Moon Alt/Az Moon %ill
-8deg
28 / 090

Graze
-14

duration
3-4
min

[ Details available from the Coordinator upon request ]
Please Note: Predicted times are in UT. Add 1 hr for BST.

2019 June predictions for Manchester (Occult 4.6.1.0 by D.Herald).
W. Longitude 002d 15’, Latitude +53 25’, Alt. 50m

y
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19
19

day Time (UT)
m d h m
s
Jun
Jun
Jun
Jun
Jun
Jun
Jun
Jun
Jun
Jun

5
6
6
7
9
10
11
12
12
13

21
21
22
22
0
22
21
22
23
0

20
41
27
46
8
22
31
2
41
15

48
22.7
2.5
42.7
14.9
26.6
13.0
25.4
8.7
7.7

Ph
m
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

Star
No

1086
80019
80046
98459
1504
119163
1848
139528
1976
1978

G9
G5
K2
F5
M1
M*
K5
K0
A3
K0

Sp
6.4
7.8
7.9
8.6
5.4
8.2
7.7
7.2
7.0*
6.6*

Mag
v
6.0
7.3
7.1
8.4
4.6
7.3
7.0
6.7
6.9
6.1v

Mag
r
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7+
15+
15+
24+
36+
58+
68+
79+
79+
79+

% Elon
ill

Sun Moon
Alt Alt Az

32 -6 9 294
45 -8 13 286
46 -11 7 294
59 -12 10 285
73
4 288
99 -10 25 240
112 -6 31 212
125 -9 28 206
126
18 230
126
14 237

2S
89N
77N
80S
48N
27S
77S
32N
60S
52S

CA

37 leo

88 Vir

Notes

1978 is double: ** 7.4 7.4 0.10"
19
19
19
19

Jun 14 22 56 19.1 D
Jun 25 1 6 52.3 R
Jun 26 2 34 22.0 R
Jul 9 23 38 21.7 D

159310
5
118
1950

A5
K1
M0
G6

90.0, dT = +0.12sec Observations desired
7.7
4.6
4.8
5.7

7.5
4.1v
4.0
5.2

94+ 151 -12 20 192
53- 94
5 106
43- 82 -7 15 113
56+ 97
4 255

44S
61N
48S
76S

33 Psc
20 Cet
80 Vir

Predictions up to July 10th

Notes on the Double Star selection.
Doubles are selected from Occult 4, where the magnitudes of the pair are not more than 2 magnitudes
different, the fainter companion is brighter than mag 9, and the time difference(dT) is between 0.1 and
5 seconds. Please report double star phenomena.
Key:
P = Phase (R or D), R = reappearance D = disappearance
M = Miss at this station, Gr = graze nearby (possible miss)
CA = Cusp angle measured from the North or South Cusp. Negative CA = bright limb
DBL* = This is a double star worth monitoring.
Mag(v)* = asterisk indicates a light curve is available in Occult-4
Star No:
2/3/4 digits = Zodiacal catalogue (ZC) but referred to as the Robertson catalogue (R)
5/6 digits = Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory catalogue (SAO)
X denotes a star in the eXtended ZC/XC catalogue

Detailed predictions at your location for 1 year are available upon request.
Occultation Subsection Coordinator: Tim Haymes occultations@stargazer.me.uk

LUNAR GEOLOGICAL CHANGE DETECTION PROGRAMME 2019 June
Tony Cook
Reports have been received from the following observers for March: Jay Albert (Lake
Worth, FL, USA - ALPO) observed: Aristarchus, Daniell, Kepler, Mons Piton, Plato,
and imaged part of the western hemisphere of the Moon. Alberto Anunziato
(Argentina – SLA) observed: Alphonsus, Aristarchus, Plato, Proclus and Ross D.
Bruno Cantarella (Italy - UAI) imaged the Full Moon. Francisco Alsina Cardinali
(Argentina – SLA) imaged Aristarchus. Jairo Andres Chavez (Columbia – LIADA)
imaged several features. Maurice Collins (New Zealand – ALPO/BAA/RASNZ)
imaged: Alphonsus, Aristarchus, Bailly, Mare Humorum, Schickard, Tycho and
several other features. Marie Cook (Mundesley, UK – BAA) observed: Archimedes,
Moltke and Plato. Tony Cook (Newtown, UK & Torrevieja, Spain – ALPO/BAA)
videoed earthshine, Mare Serenitatis and several other features. Walter Ricardo Elias
(Argentina - AEA) imaged: Alphonsus, Aristarchus, Montes Carpatus, Moretus, Plato,
Proclus, Ross D, Torricelli B, Tycho and several other features. Valerio Fontani (Italy
– UAI) imaged the Full Moon. Rik Hill (Tucson, AZ, USA – ALPO/BAA) imaged
Copernicus, Montes Alpes, Montes Apenninus, and Rima Hadley. Leonardo Mazzei
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(Italy – UAI) imaged the Full Moon. Jorgelina Rodriguez (Argentina – AEA) imaged
Censorinus. Robert Stuart (Rhayader, UK – BAA) imaged: Agrippa, Aristarchus,
Aristoteles, Atlas, Barocius, Boscovich, Catherina, Cyrillus, Endymion, Eudoxus,
Gemma Frisius, Hercules, Jacobi, Lade, Macrobius, Mare Nectaris, Mare Serenitatis,
Maurolycus, Messier, Meton, Montes Caucasus, Piccolomini, Posidonius, Rupes
Altai, Sacrobosco, Santbech, Theophilus, and several other features. Aldo Tonon
(Italy – UAI) imaged the Full Moon. Luigi Zanatta (Italy – UAI) imaged the Full
Moon. Marcelo Zurita (Brazil - APA/BRAMON/SAB) videoed earthshine.
TLP reports: No TLP were observed in April.
News: NASA’s LROC web site has revealed the location of Israel’s crashed Beresheet
1 lander: http://www.lroc.asu.edu/posts/1101 . It is still uncertain when the
replacement Beresheet 2 will be made and launched – but perhaps in the next
couple of years? I will be checking my videos (see last month’s newsletter) again
very carefully with the contrast turned up to see if I detected anything at this
location (19.35°E, 32.60°N), which was different to the planned landing site.
Tim Haymes (BAA) forwarded me a copy of an old BAA Lunar Section Circular,
which he had come across, from 1967 which had a report by Terence Moseley,
Armagh, Northern Ireland. The report describes seeing a very bright flash in
earthshine on the Moon at 04:20 UT on 1967 Sep 2, lasting about 3 seconds,
approximately near to the crater Parrot. Terence was using a 10” refractor at x80
magnification. Could this have been a lunar impact flash, Tim wonders?
Unfortunately we have no confirmation by a 2nd observer to verify this.
In May I attended the European Lunar Symposium, held in Manchester, UK. Three
items seemed to be of interest to us. You may have seen images of Atlas and
Hercules in these newsletters quite a lot; what you may not know is that Hercules
at least lies in a cold spot on the Moon. Not significantly cold, but slightly colder
than what we would expect from the surroundings. Cold spots are usually
associated with young fresh craters, but this is not the case with Hercules.
However it does have a slightly higher radar reflectivity at 70 cm, perhaps related
to layers of regolith 1-7m deep. Another talk was on transient lunar atmospheres
– yes, the Moon could have had these every time it had bouts of volcanism – even
so this would have been pretty tenuous at approximately one millionth of the
Earth’s. The average separation between these outgassing events, from past times
when the Moon was more active, was approximately every 20-60 thousand years.
Of course even larger transient atmosphere events could have happened during
major impact basin formations. The LROC team are now examining some of the
LROC Wide Angle Camera images, looking for changes. Apparently one crater
that formed during the duration of the mission (70m diameter), emitted ejecta that
was spread radially over a distance of up to 100 km. However you need to use
special phase difference image processing or 415nm/643nm colour ratio images
to be able to detect this.
Lastly a paper has been published in Nature Geoscience on the 13th of May which has
relocalised the epicentres of the 28 shallow moonquakes detected by the Apollo
seismometers and have found that 8 of these lie within 30 km of known fault
scarps. For this to happen by chance would be less than one in twenty. NASA’s
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LROC has found over 3500 of these fault scarps, and the fact that some of these
show landslides or boulders and are relatively bright, infers that that a few may
still be geologically active. How this relates to TLP activity is not discussed in the
paper, but rocks grinding together can release gas such as Argon from within the
minerals, and also Radon from the rocks deeper under the surface. Here on Earth
quakes sometimes produce high voltages which hypothetically could lead to
substantially increased charging of dust particles which then repel and levitate.
Also quakes here on Earth have sometimes been associated with quake light –
however this may be a bit far-fetched on the Moon as all current theories suggest
an atmosphere is needed, which is clearly not present on the Moon.
Routine Reports: Below are a selection of reports received for April that can help us
to reassess unusual past lunar observations – if not eliminate some, then at least
establish the normal appearance of the surface features in question.
Censorinus: On 2019 Apr 11 UT 22:47-00:02 Jorgelina Rodriguez (AEA) imaged
this crater during two repeat illumination events (to within: ±0.5°) of the following:
On 1983 Apr 19 at 21:45UT M.C. Cook (Frimley, UK) reported that Censorinus'
exterior white patch was grayish at this time and there was a "momentary
glow” outside the crater to the North West. The Crater Extinction Device
brightness measurement for Censorinus was 4.0 whereas Proclus was 4.4. Cook
was expecting a lower CED brightness measurement. Foley notes that
Censorinus is usually brighter than Proclus. On 1983 Jan 29 Chapman obtained
a very high brightness measurement for this spot. The Cameron 2006 catalog
extension ID=212 and the weight=3. The ALPO/BAA weight=2.
On 1987 Nov 27 at 20:56-21:12 UT M.C. Cook (Frimley, UK, seeing IV-V) saw
spurious colour on the Proclus floor and also on the rim.
At 20:56UT
Censorinus was quite dull and diffuse, spurious colour but no blink. Cameron
1978 catalog ID=314 and weight=5. The ALPO/BAA weight, in view of the poor
observing conditions is 2.

Figure 1. Censorinus as imaged by Jorgelina Rodriguez (AEA) on 2019 Apr 11 UT 22:47, using a
Celestron CPC 1100, and orientated with north towards the top.

As you can see from Jorgelina’s image in Fig. 1, there is no sign of a glow to the
northwest. But the crater cannot really be described as ‘dull’, as in Marie’s 1987
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report. Instead it looks quite bright, though as Proclus is not in the same field of view
it cannot be compared. Another image (not shown here) taken at 23:59-00:02UT is
slightly less exposed, so Censorinus is not saturated, and this shows that the crater is
at least as bright as sunward facing slopes of craters out of the field of view in Fig. 1.
So we shall leave both these 1980s reports at a weight of 2 for now.
Messier: On 2019 Apr 11 UT 19:02-19:03 Robert Stuart imaged this crater under
similar illumination (±0.5°) to the following Victorian era report:
Messier 1878 Nov 01 UT 20:00? Observed by Klein (Cologne, Germany, 6"
refractor?) "Shaped like a half moon with E. edge missing. Appeared diffuse.
Messier A was sharp & completely defined. Was sure there was fog there. Next
day same appear. Shadow was diffused before noon, Mess. A is more yellow
after noon, greener near Mess. A noon, both are same colour." NASA catalog
weight=4. NASA catalog ID #206. ALPO/BAA weight=2.

Figure 2. Messier and Messier A as imaged by Bob Stuart (BAA) on 2019 Apr UT 1958, orientated
with north towards the top.

We have covered this event before in the Jul 2018 newsletter (see p. 24) and
determined that the description of the crescent shape is accurate and normal. But
Bob’s image, in Fig. 2, is even sharper this time, showing part of the chevron pattern
one gets with shallow approach impacts. A comment was made about this in the July
2018 BAA LSC editorial However, we kept this on the TLP database because of the
mention of colour, but I think it would be appropriate to lower the weight to 1 and
change the description accordingly to:
Messier 1878 Nov 01 UT 20:00? Observed by Klein (Cologne, Germany, 6"
refractor?) " Mess. A is more yellow after noon, greener near Mess. At noon,
both are same colour." NASA catalog weight=4. Please observe this pair of
craters in colour and compare with noon and non-noon views. NASA catalog ID
#206. ALPO/BAA weight=1.
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Archimedes: On 2019 Apr 12 UT 19:45-19:50 Marie Cook (BAA) observed this
crater under similar illumination and topocentric libration (to within ±0.5°) to the
following report:
Archimedes 1967 Jan 18/19 UT 23:00?-01:00? Observed by Delano (New Bedford?.
Massachusetts, USA, 12.5" ? reflector) and by Corralitos Observatory (Organ
Pass, NM, USA, 24" reflector + Moon Blink) "Saw an obscuration or unusual
appearance on floor. Not confirmed by Corralitos MB., but their rep't says
Aristarchus)" NASA catalog weight=4. NASA catalog ID #1009. ALPO/BAA
weight=1.

We have made a repeat illumination attempt on this 1967 report before in the 2012
Oct newsletter (see p. 14) and the image described in that newsletter is illustrated in
Fig. 3. Marie used a 90 mm Questar telescope at x80 & x130, under Antoniadi III
seeing, but poor transparency. She notes that the floor was in shadow (full darkness),
but the rim was sharp and clear, with no sign of an obscuration or an unusual
appearance on the floor – everything was perfectly normal. A more detailed
description of the supposed TLP observation by the Rev. Delano has been located in
the BAA Lunar Section Circular, Vol. 2, No. 5, p. 4 and I quote it here: ‘On January
18 at 23.00 U.T. at col. 05.24, when the entire floor was in black shadow,
there was no trace of fluorescent bands on Archimedes’ floor. At this time
the upper west (IAU sense) rim was entirely visible with my 12½“ reflector
at 300X under poor seeing conditions but with a very clear sky. Then next
observed at 01.15 U.T. (Jan 19) at col. 06.38, I did detect three
practically parallel light streaks on Archimedes’ floor running from the
base of the western wall to a little east of the middle of the crater. These
faint bands of illuminosity though nearly parallel sided, seemed to taper to
a point in the direction of the sun, which led me to believe that the bands
were the results of the enfeebled light of the partially-obscured sun, which
from the floor of Archimedes would be only partially visible between peaks
on the east rim. This opinion was confirmed by continued observations
lasting until 1.45 U.T. during which time the luminous bands grew brighter
and became clearly delineated as shafts of sunlight shining between peaks on

So I think with Marie’s visual
report, and Rik’s image, confirming the appearance at the start of the Delano
description, and the statement that Delano did not see any signs of fluorescent bands,
shows that that this should never have been in the Cameron TLP catalog in the first
place, and we can safely remove this TLP from the ALPO/BAA TLP database by
assigning a weight of 0.
the east rim onto the floor of Archimedes.’

Figure 3. An archive image of Archimedes, cut from a larger regional image mosaic of ‘Archimedes to
Cassini’, taken by Rik Hill (ALPO.BAA) on 2012 Aug 25 UT 02:34 and orientated with north towards
the top,
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Plato: On 2019 Apr 13 UT 22:04 Walter Ricardo Elias (Argentina - AEA) imaged
this crater under similar illumination to a Sky and Telescope report from 1952:
In 1952 Nov 26 at UT 01:00? Carle (USA, 8" reflector, x700, seeing = poor)
observed the following in Plato: "Sketch shows 8 spots -- 5 craters showed
interior shad., 1 completely filled, but no others seen despite several hrs.
of study. Spots that should have been seen were missing. poor seeing
converts floor into shimmering shapeless blob. Has observed it under good
seeing & seen nothing on fl. as others have noted". The Cameron 1978 catalog
ID=555 and weight=3. The ALPO/BAA weight=2.

Figure 4 Plato orientated with north towards the top. (Left) An image by Walter Ricardo Elias (AEA)
taken on 2018 Apr 13 UT 22:04. (Right) A sketch by Jackson T. Carle made on 1952 Nov 26 UT under
powers up to x700 under excellent seeing conditions – from Sky and Telescope, April 1955, p. 222.

Upon consulting the text referring to the Carle observation in the April 1955 edition
of Sky and Telescope, it contradicts the Cameron catalog account as it says that the
seeing was actually really excellent! Anyway, the point is that Carle found it unusual
that they did not see more craterlets on the floor of Plato (Fig. 4 – Right). However, as
you can see from Walter’s image (Fig. 4 – Left) you can barely see about three light
spots (craterlets) on the floor – though the shadows inside the eastern rim agree very
well between sketch and image. Variable numbers of craterlets on Plato’s floor,
although a common excuse for people to say that some sort of obscuration is taking
place, can probably be explained by a combination of lack of image contrast by
having too high magnification, atmospheric transparency issues, solar altitude, and
seeing conditions – though the latter does not seem to be the case with Carle’s report.
Anyway, for now I will reduce the weight of this TLP to 1, as Walter’s image shows
that it can be difficult to see craterlets here at this colongitude.
Plato: On 2019 Apr 13 UT 23:40-23:50 Alberto Anunziato (SLA) visually observed
the crater under similar illumination to the following report:
On 1983 Apr 21 at UT 21:55-22:05 N. King (Winersh, Berkshire, UK, using a
150cm f/8 reflector, with seeing I and transparency good, little spurious
colour, just a little in Plato). Although observing since 21:25UT the
observer noticed a just detectable very faint green colour just after the
dark shade around the inner eastern crater rim. The effect faded and by
22:05UT had completely gone. This report is not in the Cameron 2006 catalog.
It is a BAA report. The ALPO/BAA weight=2.

Alberto was using a 105 mm Maksutov-Cassegrain (Meade ETX 105 scope at a
magnification of x154 – he reported ‘no colour seen’. We have covered this repeat
illumination event before on p. 26 of the July 2018 newsletter.
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Plato: On 2019 Apr 14 UT 02:48 Rik Hill (ALPO/BAA) took an image of the Montes
Alpes area, which included Plato just 22 minutes after the ±0.5° repeat illumination
observing window for the following report:
Plato 1970 Nov 8 UT 01:31-01:47 Observed by Bartlett (Baltimore, MD, USA, 3"
refractor x59-300) "Only crater A seen, all others obscured. Floor =3deg
albedo, very smooth. A had a minute shadow & no obscur. On Nov. 22 1966 at
nearly same colong. 5 spots incl. A were vis." NASA catalog weight=4. NASA
catalog ID #1278. ALPO/BAA weight=2.

Figure 5. Plato from a much larger image of Montes Alpes, taken by Rik Hill (ALPO/BAA) on 2019
Apr 14 UT 02:48, with an 8” f/20 Mak-Cass, using a SKYRIS 445M camera with a 610nm filter. Image
has undergone 1-pixel wide Gaussian smoothing. North is towards the top,

Rik’s image (Fig. 5) certainly confirms that the floor looks pretty bland and smooth at
this stage in the illumination. But what is slightly odd is that we cannot even see the
central craterlet “A” on the floor of Plato, despite using an 8” reflector (2.7x the
resolving power of Bartlett’s refractor), having an image scale of 0.25”/pixel, and the
seeing being pretty good at 8/10 on the Pickering scale. It was visible (just) in
Walter’s image (Fig. 4) from over 4.6 hours earlier. I think I will reduce the weight of
Bartlett’s TLP from 2 to 1.
Plato: On 2019 Apr 16 UT 02:52 Jairo Andes Chavez (LIADA) took a whole Moon
image which covered the repeat illumination and topocentric libration (to within ±1°)
of the following event:
Plato 1980 May 25 UT 21:33-22:54 Observed by North (Seaford, UK, seeing IIIIV, 460mm Newtonian) Definite strong reddish glow along NNW border,
definitely much stronger than spurious colouration and always visible when
telescope moved in RA and Dec to eliminate possible chromatic aberration
effects in the eyepiece. Effect ended by 21:54 UT. BAA Lunar Section Report.
ALPO/BAA weight=2.

Figure 6. Subsection of a larger image, showing the region around Plato, orientated with north
towards the top with colour saturation increased to 60%.
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Jairo was using a 10” Dobsonian, but clearly no strong reddish glow is visible along
the NNW border (Fig. 6), so we should leave Gerald’s TLP at a weight of 2, as
reading though the archive copy of the original report, Gerald also noted that the
effect had almost completely faded (indicates it was transient in nature) on the 25 th by
22:24 – though atmospheric transparency had worsened.
Aristarchus: On 2019 Apr 17 UT 02:05-02:30 Jay Albert observed visually, and at
02:59 imaged the crater under similar illumination (to within ±0.5°) to the following
report:
Aristarchus 1972 Oct 19 UT 17:55-18:05 Observed by Gabriel (Wettern, Belg.
4" refractor, x166, S=E), Hitchens (Stamine Locks, Eng., 8.5" reflector,
S=F), Peters (Kent, Eng., 10" reflector), Amery (Reading, Emg. 10?"
reflector), Flynn (England, 12" reflector) "At 17:55h noted bluish-purple
colour area just N. of Aris. & it reached just over N. wall, lasted 2 min.
At 1800h colour noted again, but not as brilliant & gone at 1801h. Seen
again at 1804h & now was on E. (ast. ?) wall, lasting M 1min. Sure of its
reality but not of lunar origin. All gone at 1805h. Hitchens noted a very
bright spot on W. (IAU?) wall between 2 prominent bands. Blue darkening in
W#38 filter, neg. in W#8,25,58 & integrated light. Other areas gave similar
but lesser effects. May be due to damp geletin. (Moore thinks not LTP but
many obs. have rep't blue in Aris.) Others obs. later (2100, 2215-2300,
2305h) & noted nothing unusual." NASA catalog weight=2. NASA catalog ID
#1346. ALPO/BAA weight=2.

Figure 7. Aristarchus as captured with Jay Albert’s (ALPO) iPhone held up to the eyepiece on 2019
Apr 17 UT 02:59. Colour saturation has been increased to 60% and the image is orientated with north
towards the top,

Jay’s observation overlapped the first 5 minutes of this repeat illumination
window, but the image in Fig. 7 (from a larger regional image) was closer to the
centre of the observing window. Jay comments that ‘Improved seeing of 5/10 showed
Aristarchus to be sharply detailed with its central peak at the edge of the E wall
shadow. Terracing on the W wall was clearly seen with the white patch mentioned in
the LTP description visible on the middle of the W wall between two of the dark,
vertical bands. There was no “bluish-purple” or other color seen just N of the
crater, over the crater’s N wall or anyplace else on or near the Aristarchus Plateau.
The improved seeing permitted observation at 226x and 290x for the first time in this
session. I observed Aristarchus from 02:05 to 02:30UT.’ – Jay was using a Celestron
NexStar Evolution 8” SCT under a haze-free, but partly cloudy sky. Transparency
was 2nd magnitude and seeing was initially 3/10 gradually improving to 5/10 late in
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the session. There is no purple blue colour north of Aristarchus in Jay’s image, despite
having its saturation enhanced. It looks like the bright spot on the west wall is normal,
although strangely we cannot see it during a repeat illumination occurrence that was
described on p. 27 of the May 2018 newsletter. We shall leave the weight at 2.
Herodotus and Aristarchus: On 2019 Apr 17 UT 09:02-10:02 and 10:45 Maurice
Collins imaged the lunar surface at similar illumination (to within ±0.5°) for these two
events:
On 2016 Jul 17 UT 03:49 P. Zeller (ALPO, Indianapolis, IN, USA) imaged a
pseudo-peak with shadow on the floor of Herodotus, however the image scale
and quality of this colour image were not great and the observer suspects
that it might be an imaging artefact. ALPO/BAA weight=1.
On 1978 May 19 P. Foley of Kent, UK, using a 12" reflector, seeing=III-II,
noticed that initially that the crater was pretty dull and that the floor
was a slate blue-gray in colour at 22:45UT. A noticeable green spot inside
the crater on the south east appeared at 22:25UT and vanished at 00:50UT.
Cameron notes that one doesn't get green with spurious colour. Crater
Extinction brightness measurements were made at 22:00 UT (reading=2.8) and
at 23:45UT (reading=3.7). The crater dropped in brightness from 3.7 to 2.8
at 23:50UT and remained lower until 3.0 at 23:50-03:15 UT. A graph was
produced and showed Proclus and Censorinus at similar brightness’s, but
Aristarchus variable. The Earthshine was 0.3. Cameron 2006 Extension catalog
ID=31 and weight=5. ALPO/BAA weight=3.

Figure 8. Aristarchus orientated with north towards the top. (Left) An image by Maurice Collins taken
on 2019 Apr 17 UT 03:49 with colour saturation increased to 50%. (Right) An image by Paul Zeller
from 2016 Jul 17 UT 03:49, with white ticks indicating the location of a suspect pseudo peak shadow.

As you can see by comparing Maurice Collin’s image (Fig. 8 – Left) with the image
of the suspected pseudo peak (Fig. 8 – Right), no central peak exists on the floor of
Herodotus. The most likely explanation for what we see in Paul’s image is that it is
just a bit of image noise, or perhaps even a speck of dirt on the CCD. However, we
live in hope that one of these days a higher quality image of a pseudo-peak effect will
be obtained as there are numerous visual accounts of one being seen here in the
archives. We shall leave the weight of the Zeller TLP at 1 for now just in case there is
the remotest chance that it is not image noise/dirt speck.
For the Foley TLP account – Maurice’s image sort of shows a slate-blue colour on the
floor of Aristarchus – so this seems to be normal. The appearance of a green spot is
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not visible and for that reason, as it is quite difficult to replicate with atmospheric
spectral dispersion, we shall leave the weight of the 1978 report at 3.
Aristarchus: On 2019 Apr 19 UT 02:08 and 02:10 Francisco Alsina Cardinali (SLA)
imaged this crater under similar illumination (to within ±0.5°) to the following report:
Aristarchus, Cobra Head, 1969 Dec 23 UT 05:19-05:34 Observed by A.R. Taylor
(Buckinghamshire, UK, 8.5" reflector, 240x, Wratten 25 and 80B) Strong blink
in crater at 0519. All
traces gone by 0534. Could only see in filters,
Plato, Copernicus, Gassendi all normal. Obscur. also in Cob. Head." NASA
catalog weight=4. NASA catalog ID #1230. ALPO/BAA weight=3.

Figure 9. Aristarchus as imaged by Francisco Alsina Cardinali (SLA) on 2019 Apr 19 UT 02:08 and
orientated with north towards the top.

We cannot comment on the colour seen by Taylor in 1969 as Francisco’s image (Fig.
9) is monochrome, however it could be used in future to investigate whether
atmospheric spectral dispersion could be to blame. The image is also interesting
because it is around Full Moon time that the central peak of Aristarchus seems to
really stand out in brilliance amongst all the other spots inside and exterior to the
crater. For now we shall leave the weight at 3.
Full Moon: On 2019 Apr 19 several observers carried out my request on the lunar
schedule website for images of the Full Moon, so that we could continue to get an
idea of the relative apparent brightness of various bright ray craters. The reason why
we do this is that there are numerous TLP reports from the past where an observer
says that a particular crater was ‘brighter’ or ‘duller’ than normal. Indeed a visual
device to help measure the brightness of craters was devised by (now professional
astronomer) David Jewitt and was called a Crater Extinction Device (CED). CEDs
worked by using a couple of disks of stepped neutral density filters. The idea was that
observers used combinations of filters, one in front of the other, to eventually
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extinguish the crater from view. So the brighter the crater, the higher density
combination of filters were needed to extinguish from visibility. There was also an
earlier visual brightness scale being used from 0 (darkest lunar shadow) to 10 (the
bright central peak of Aristarchus), but this relies upon memory if a crater like
Aristarchus is not visible at a particular phase. Anyway the reason why we ask
observers to image the Moon at close to Full Moon is that it is at this time the
brightness reflects albedo (surface reflectivity) with no shadow, and the only other
controlling factor will be viewing angle or topocentric libration. So it’s a good way to
check up on CED related TLP reports, at least during Full Moon. UAI observers:
Bruno Cantarella, Valerio Fontani, Leonardo Mazzei, Aldo Tonon, and Luigi Zanatta
took several images (Fig. 1), from which the relative brightness of several ray craters
(Aristarchus, Censorinus, Copernicus, Hell (bright nearby patch), Kepler, Plato,
Proclus, and Tycho) were measured. Their Digital Number (DN) brightness
measurements from the images have been normalized, and then the craters ranked
according to albedo. Where colour images were provided, the green channel was
always used.

Feature
Hell
Proclus
Censorinus
Aristarchus
Tycho
Copernicus
Kepler
Plato

DN
Value
190 ± 8
187 ± 16
177 ± 25
175 ± 13
167 ± 6
145 ± 5
128 ± 9
73 ± 5

Table 1 Relative brightness (Digital Number) rankings of several lunar craters using white light
images or the green channel of colour images. These measurements were taken from images supplied
for 2019 Apr 19 UT20:50-21:56 by UAI astronomers: Bruno Cantarella, Valerio Fontani, Leonardo
Mazzei, Aldo Tonon, and Luigi Zanatta.

The results, shown in table 1 show that the bright patch near Hell out-reflects all the
other craters in the list, though the standard deviation error bars do overlap between
Hell, Proclus, Censorinus and Aristarchus. The crater with the largest brightness
uncertainty was Censorinus – no doubt because it is point-like and the brightness
changes with the image resolution used. This data is part of a longer term study we
are doing into the relative brightness of craters near to Full Moon and how this varies
with topocentric libration (viewing angle), or order top see if this can explain some
past TLP reports where observers have claimed certain craters were brighter than
normal.
General Information: For repeat illumination (and a few repeat libration)
observations for the coming month - these can be found on the following web site:
http://users.aber.ac.uk/atc/lunar_schedule.htm . Only by re-observing and submitting
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your observations in this way can we fully resolve past observational puzzles. To keep
yourself busy on cloudy nights, why not try ‘Spot the Difference’ between spacecraft
imagery
taken
on
different
dates?
This
can
be
found
on:
http://users.aber.ac.uk/atc/tlp/spot_the_difference.htm . If in the unlikely event you do
ever
see
a
TLP,
firstly
read
the
TLP
checklist
on
http://users.aber.ac.uk/atc/alpo/ltp.htm , and if this does not explain what you are
seeing, please give me a call on my cell phone: +44 (0)798 505 5681 and I will alert
other observers. Note when telephoning from outside the UK you must not use the
(0). When phoning from within the UK please do not use the +44! Twitter TLP alerts
can be accessed on https://twitter.com/lunarnaut .
Dr Anthony Cook, Department of Physics, Aberystwyth University, Penglais,
Aberystwyth, Ceredigion, SY23 3BZ, WALES, UNITED KINGDOM. Email: atc @
aber.ac.uk
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